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Proportionality: fuzzy and indispensible
§ “All for the common good”: the general justification
of gov’s interfering with civil rights
§ Restrained by the concept of proportionality
§ But the history is full of stretching this principle to
breaking point:
* heresy and the (Spanish) Inquisition
* fighting organised crime
* the global drug threat
And
* fighting crime-money and money laundering
All for the common good

Balancing what against what?
Problem/threat against societal efforts
The ‘threat scale’ must be balanced by the ‘effort scale’

How to assess both & keep them in balance?

Threat: a scalable phenomenon?

§ The proclaimed IMF “consensus” of the threat.
à among whom consesus? (not indicated)
à 2-5 % of GDP coming out of the blue
à basis? Interpol data without reliability check
à undue broad and meandering definition of ML
à the “indicative bias”: sliding
from the subjunctive to the indicative
from “may”, “could” to “is”
§ FATF (1990) used a double subjunctive:
[60 %] “could be available for laundering”
§ What is “available”? (I am available for . . . .)

The financial threat of what?

§ What is the threat of laundered money?
* It is “white”, taxable & traceable & free to be spent
§ What is unlaundered money?
* hoarded or frozen but “available”? (= is technically also
laundering)
§ What is the threat of unlaundered money?
à Percolation by daily spending: median criminal income
between € 5.000-10.000
à Conspicuous luxury: all criminal life style chichés
à Real estate and own (criminal) businesses (moderate)
§ What tells history us? Joe Kennedy and Meyer Lansky?
§ Threats of the proceeds of the Libor or VW fraud?
Crime-money & power: Berlusconi

The threat scale of the balance: valuation
§ Conceptual vagueness: quicksand basis for assessments
§ Assumptions: unrealistic e.g. laundering from median of
€ 18.000 criminal income onwards (UNODC, 2011)
§ “Walker 1995 mode” à 9 respondents
the 2005 Survey: 38 respondents
§ “Best estimate” = memory based guesses turned into %
§ ECOLEF study: based on Walker model, but no
accountability of raw data à must be repudiated
§ Economic informal economy studies (Schneider): no
delineation with criminal economy
§ Survey Ferwerda best of all studies:
doom of 25 threats never came down.

Intermediary conclusion about facts

§ We have empirically a proportionality with an
empty threat scale.
§ Policy making = make believe game of big numbers
§ Circulation of “facts” immune to refutation
§ Occasional research grants: sufficient to keep
researchers at safe distance or obedient:
“Thou shall serve the
Masters of the Grants”
§ Anyhow, the available databases are a mess
reflecting no interest in really weighing the threat

The effort scale

§ The sum of law enforcement, regulatory activities
and the FATF
§ Focus on the FATF & FSRBs (FATF-ies)
* mutual evaluations
* “social life”: observers & the Flying Circus
* Data from the regulated sectors

Mutual Evaluation Reports
The bureaucracy of the third round

§ Aim:
Assessment of formal compliance with
Recommendations and assessment of effectiveness
of implementation.
§ Team composition, various skills
§ Scope of review: laws, regulation and effectiveness
assessment
§ Preparation and visit at site: 1-2 weeks
§ Reviewed, commented, revised, Plenary, comments
& mending flaws in follow-up reports as homework
can take 2 years.

Compulsive excessive regulatory disorder
§ All must stand in line straight-backed, breast ahead
* Vanuata (very small economy) criticised for not
having implemented UN model
* Denmark getting censured for not having Tfcriminalisation in Faroe and Greenland (± 50.000
souls) What is the Tf threat in the Arctic cold?
§ Intrusion on state sovereignty (or meddlesomeness):
* Criminalisation of self-laundering (optional under
the CoE convention optional), usual small cases
* Censuring leniency in sentences:
à judiciary independent in a democratic rule of law
à Is that proportional to the threat?

Huge efforts in the evaluations

§ On average 6 evaluators (4-11)
§ Average volume: 222 pages. France 644 (all OK, no
threats discerned; why such a huge volume?)
§ Moldova: small financial market: 299 pages & 7
evaluators
§ Vanuatu: 4 staff spending 12 days
§ USA: Evaluated by Deputy Head of FATF Himself
§ Countries with high Corruption Perceptions Index:
no attention or bribe laundering (neither in Russia,
China, Italy or Greece or any country)
Proportionate?
§ Costs per evaluation: € 300.000

Monty Pythons Flying Circus

§ The FATF with the 8 sister organisations (FATF Style
Regional Bodies: FSRBs/ FATF-ies) are also a costly
socio-political phenomenon: a global micro cosmos
§ FATF: 34 member, 8 FATFies, 30 organisations
represented in the Plenary
§ 93 institutions visiting the FATF& FATFies
§ 3 FATFies have more observers than Member States
§ The Egmont Group of Intelligence Units: 151 members
+ 19 observers
§ Travel expenses properly budgeted?
FATF: $ 300.000
Asia and Pacific Group: $ 640.144

Who beats the FATF?

Place of “proportionality contemplation”?

Middle East & North Africa
They really love it

East Europe & Asia
and will not allow this to be taken away

Another Flying Circus

The structure of the Egmont Group, but don’t ask for
their travel budget

FIU expenses

§ 5 types of FIUs: no compatability
§ Logic in staffing?
550 staff in Russia & 450 in Lithuania
§ Effectiveness?
* Germany and Thailand both 225 staff, budget
Germany unknown, Thailand $ 4.100.000
* Germany: 766 prosecutions & 608 convictions
* Thailand: 12 prosecution
§ What is the balance with the threat of laundering?
§ (to be investigated for next evaluation round)

The regulated / (subordinated ) sectors

§ A drive to a wall-to-wall implementation till the smallest
corner: the “compulsive excessive regulatory disorder”.
§ Burden in the banks difficult to access: RM ß L à CO
* Security section overlapping with ML
* Most institutions consider ML-info as ‘market sensitive’
* Or do not have it as orderly as we think
§ Consultancy firms: well paid “glossy policy report sellers”
* studied 5 reports at huge expenses, hardly empirical value
* Percentages as “memory products”, no baseline
* Averages without the N or frequency distribution
§ Every interviewee opinion = “best estimate”
2 “best estimates” divided by 2 = average
(as deceptive as bank derivates)

Back to the future of proportionality

§ Both sides of the scales remain empty or filled with fuzz
§ Threat side is full of unclear bad weather forecasts never
coming true
§ The effort side is devoid of the idea “proportionality” unless
contained in the phrase “dissuasive sanction”, implying
more repression!
à rather a relentless drive to coerce to more of the same
Recommendations are hard commands:
à IMF: “For the purposes of assessing compliance with the
FATF Recommendations, the word should has the same
meaning as must.”
No “soft law” but hard law, disregarding the price or
proportionality.

It’s not proportionality, it is power
Proportionality restraints power.

Not the Ministry of Silly Walks:
It will kick all the institutions around
with or without proportionality.

